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European Delegates Meeting
The EDM NEWS of the European Delegates Meeting provides
a brief overview about what happens at the EDM, and will give
information on NA issues and events in our Zonal Forum.
Forward it to interested members, or copy it for your ASCs or
RSCs. Feedback and input for the next issue in December 2016
is welcome: fdc@edmna.org
Editor (Udo/FD Vice-Chair)

Winter EDM 2017
16 - 19 February 2017
Ukraine, Kiev
Dnipro Hotel
1/2 Khreshchatyk St.

ESL 2017
Learning Days
28 - 30 April 2017
Poland, Wroclaw (Breslau)
European Service Learning
Days (ESL)
More information on our
website: www.edmna.org

ECCNA 33
2017 in Portugal
22 -24 September 2017
Portimão (Portugal/Algarve)
„Let The Sun Shine In“
European Conference and
Convention of Narcotics
Anonymous (ECCNA)

100 and more Meetings
25 - 99 Meetings
1 - 25 Meetings

no Meetings
Russian Zonal Forum

More information on our
website soon: www.eccna.eu
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Fellowship Development News
FD Task Team Ukraine

Chair (Yoel/Israel)
Vice-Chair (Udo/Germany)
fdc@edmna.org

2nd European
Service Learning
Days (ESL)
28 - 30 April, 2017
Wroclaw, Poland
More information on our
website: www.edmna.org

Task Youth
Convention
6 - 7 August, 2016
Zevenaar, Netherlands
Youth Convention

Task Team Moldova
26 - 28 August 2016
Chișinău, Moldova
Workshops at Regional
Convention

Task Team Estonia
16 - 18 September 2016
Tallinn/Narva, Estonia
PI Workshops,
Sponsorship
Step Work

Upcoming
Task Teams
Latvia, Riga
November 2016
Budapest, Hungary
January 2017

At the Winter EDM In Reykjavik an FD Task Team was requested
by the Ukraine Fellowship, to get support with ''Starting H&I/PI
in Prison" and "Court Orders". As most EDM delegates were
engaged with the World Service Conference (WSC), or were
not available for other reasons, it was decided that Jim (EDM
Chair) and I as FD Chair will go to Kiev to held the requested
workshops. We had a full day of workshops with regional and
local NA committees, parallel to their regional convention.
The first workshop „H&I/PI in Prison“ was shaped by attendance
of the local NA committee, facing problems they have and
finding solutions for their local issues.
The second workshop ''Court Order“ was about discussing and
sharing experience how to collaborate with authorities and
finding a way to take care of our traditions as well. We had a
third session on ''Keeping Oldtimer'' and we discovered, this
was quite a hard one, as this is an issue for many other NA
regions as well.
We got a great feeling of Unity, Love and Gratitude and it was
due to the wonderful Ukraine Fellowship.
Yoel/FD Chair, Israel

Human Resources Pool
Regional Delegates are a

Human
pro-active part of Fellowship
Resources
Development., one of the
Pool

central activities of EDM.
We are in a process of
Human
extending and improving
Resources
available resources, in order
Discussion
Pool
Saturday
to face future challenges and
15.00 - 16.00 h
requirements in our effort to
Purpose:
help
emerging
regions and
To identify
NA members
whose
skills, talents, and experience
support the FD Vision.
to support our services.
For this purpose we created
the EDM Human Resource Pool (HRP), which includes all active
EDM members (Delegates AND Trusted Servants) and FORMER
members of EDM (for a period of 2 years after they stepped
down).
To what extend we open the HRP to non EDM members, like
regional committee members and regional servants is
something what we need to discuss at future EDM’s,
depending on our needs.
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2nd European Service Learning Days (ESL)
Purpose & Vision
We were overwhelmed over the
outcome of the very 1st European
Service Learning Days (ESL) in April
2015. It was an amazing experience
and it most definitely met our
expectation on EDM Fellowship
Development work, in an broader
way. We believe that the European
Service Learning Days (ESL) are FD in
its purest form.
This event is separated from the
formal business at the EDM, solely
focusing on NA service and helping
communities grow. We want to
broaden our communications and
see this way to be a part of that.
Participation
This event is mainly for our members in service, actually doing the service, to learn, for training and
sharing experiences. If regions are to send participants, we rather see that it is the coordinators/chairs
and members in service committees that are going. We emphasize regions/areas to fund there servants
by themselves.
The language of ESL is english. Participants from regions are asked to send english speaking members,
or have at least one member on board who is able to translate for the others, if needed.
Needless to say that this event is for every NA member as well, who wants to attend this service event.
Registration
We do not have Pre-Registration. Participants just pay registration on location (15 Euro). If you are
planning to attend the European Service Learning Days, it would be kind to confirm your attendance, it
would help the planning. Just send us an eMail, confirm your participation and please let us know what
kind of workshop you would like to attend (check our website): learningdays@edmna.org
Funding
The EDM provides a Funding Budget for regions who financially can not afford to send committee
members to attend the Learning Days. If this is the case your region can request for funding of two or
three members (depending of the costs). The funding request instructions can be found on our website:
www.edmna.org/fellowship-development
Deadline for funding requests is1st of December 2016.
Accommodation & Venue
Hotel Slask, Oporowska 60,
53-434 Wrocław, Poland
Standard double room - 45 €
(incl. Breakfast)
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3rd Youth Convention in Netherlands
I was asked to attend the 3rd youth convention in Holland. The
fellowship in Iceland is small so I didn’t know what to expect. 23 year
old and first time to a different fellowship then my own. It was a little
scary but I was very excited too! I spent a lot of time with the
committee members who where very welcoming and amazing.
We talked a lot about young addicts and what we can do, I have a lot
of great new ideas that I can’t wait to try. They worked so hard for this
convention. You could really feel the love, unity and compassion they
had.
I was told that they where planning for about 100 members showing
up but then around 300 members attended the convention. They’re
where members from Swiss, Israel and Bangkok just to name a few.
The next one will definitely be bigger and I plan to go to that one.
The average age was around 30 to 35. There was a member with 28
years clean and the one of the most wonderful thing was that there
where two people with three days clean! I cannot describe the convention in just a couple of words. It
was amazing. There was a big program and even bigger activities going on. Cleantime Countdown, DJ
dancing party, Bonfire, marshmallows and swimming in the lake at night.
They asked a member from Berlin to attend and do the countdown. It was fabulous; I have never
experienced such an amazing countdown with so much love. I made so many new friends and memories
that I will keep in my heart forever. I am very grateful for this journey. Thank you Holland, my two amazing
friend’s who help me so much, to the great committee members and there service and to my new
friends.
Lots of Love
Helena from Iceland

Member of NA Romania at EDM Paris
Had a very inspiring day at the EDM in Paris. Was invited to report on the development of NA Romania. I
attended quite late and was not prepared to talk to "strangers". Actually there were many more people than
I imagined. The warmth that I experienced there and the gratitude to be part of such a huge community
made up for everything.
In Romania we are still a very small community and it needs still a lot of pioneering work. There are plenty of
reservations and prejudices against the disease of addiction in the Romanian society. Just a few people
know about NA.
But there is a way (even if it is long) that can be done, step by step, with help of a Higher Power. But the
benefit can be huge. Tradition 1 is quite important, but not easy for our few NA members: Since there is only
one meeting just right now, unity is very important, as we can not switch to another meeting, if there are
interpersonal difficulties.
Therefore we intend to have a monthly Skype meeting with Romanians living outside the country and who
are in recovery and can carry the message. If you know Romanian speaking NA members in your region,
please contact us. Our Skype ID is: NA_Romania. Really wish to see you again at the next ECCNA in Portugal
2017, and that we all stay clean and healthy.
I wish you good 24 hours. I’m grateful not to be alone in recovery.
Gabriel, addict from Romania.
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EU Parliament Project
February 2015, at the Winter EDM in
Warsaw, delegates made a decision
to form a workgroup. The workgroup
has worked on the mission of
bringing our message to the EU
Parliament. There has been an EDM
PI committee before so this was a
reinvention of an old concept.
On June 15th this year, members of
this workgroup were invited to
attend a seminar in Brussels at
the EU Parliament to show a NA
presentation and share experience
with professionals.
The workgroup will continue to plan
and looking for opportunities to
attend future conferences at EU
parliament and within the European
Zonal Forum.
Thank you for letting us serve
The EU PR Workgroup of EDM

Press Release EU Parliament:
The European People’s Party (EPP) Secretary General and Member of the European Parliament has asked
that combatting drug addiction be a political priority in Europe during a conference today at the
European Parliament. The seminar was attended by international and European members of the
association Narcotics Anonymous and by representatives of
the European Commission for drugs and addiction. The
Secretary General in charge of hosting this event, highlighted
„the importance of sharing the experience and knowledge of
the EU entities dealing with drugs, such as the European
Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA),
with other organizations like Narcotics Anonymous which are
working in the field, as well as with those people directly
affected by this problem“.„This is fundamental“, he went to
say, „for establishing common lines for collaboration and for a
better understanding of this problem.

The EU Press Release was shortened by EDM NEWS editor
to focus on relevant content and to keep anonymity.
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Ties That Bind Us Together - EDM and APF
By Carrie L., Hong Kong, Asia Pacific Forum

The ties that bind us together all over the world sometimes leave me speechless with only the language
of the heart being enough! However, that doesn't author an article, so it is with gratitude I write to
describe the great gift I was given to experience this year's Summer EDM at Les Pyramides in Port Marly,
Paris, France as an observer on behalf of APF (Asia Pacific Forum). The Asia Pacific Forum Zone of NA is
similar to EDM in that it serves and is accountable to the following NA communities:
Afghanistan, Australia, Bangladesh, Bahrain, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, Guam, Hawaii, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Kuwait, Malaysia, Maldives, Nepal, NERF, New Zealand, Oman, Pakistan North,
Pakistan South, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand, UAE and Vietnam.
With a open arms and hearts, APF was welcomed to join all the EDM sessions. APF Admin were
overjoyed, and honored by the inclusion and it was beyond our wildest dreams, as APF as a whole has
been using EDM as a role model and mentor for many years. The idea of being able to attend EDM first
hand to continue to learn and bring back to our countries at APF for further growth, was far past our
goals! Amongst our goals in our Strategic Planning was to begin dialogue and making contact with
EDM, never did we imagine it could happen so quickly or with involvement in EDM sessions like this!
When I arrived, I felt like a newcomer at my first meeting! I didn't know anyone there and didn't know
what was to happen! I was hugged, greeted and made to feel a part of and warmly welcomed so
completely! EDM Steering committee even asked that I share a bit about APF to all EDM Delegates at
the end of the first day, which is truly a blessing to be able to convey all the amazing growth, translations
and development transpiring in our Member Communities. The next day I happened to have an APF
Admin Skype call - and got to fill everyone in on the happenings and they were so excited! Part of our
vision for the future, at APF, is to be able to work with the other Zonal Forums all around the World to
share our experience and resources so we can give voice to the unrepresented Communities and also
more effectively and widely carry our life-saving message to still suffering addicts!
The sessions at EDM were fantastic! One thing we do at APF is to read out all of the Country reports the
first day and at EDM I really loved the format of the Q&A session that allows Countries to ask for help
with challenges and other Country Delegates answer with their questions with experience, strength and
hope! This is an idea we will definitely take back to APF and try it out as is gets into the solution, while
still providing a format to learn about individual countries strengths and obstacles as well as learn a little
bit about each Delegate answering and the Country they serve.
On Day 2, the FD reporting and workshop was definitely the highlight, as APF FD is still the very most
important thing that we do! Atmosphere of Recovery workshop in the small breakout groups was terrific
to get ideas and suggestions and we will be hopefully incorporating this presentation and workshop into
our APF Meeting.
On Day 3 the Zonal Representation was the highlight. APF will also be working on this at our APF
meeting in March and we have definitely learned from EDM experience to present ideas to the body,
workshop it in small groups, and then come back with the body's support. It is our hope that we will be
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able to send a delegate as well to attend WSC in 2018 and that we can work together with EDM to move
the body with support of over 60 country voices strong!
Another inspiring part of this day was to see the EU Parliament experience and report. APF is not there
yet, but individual countries within APF can definitely benefit from EDM experience in how to approach
and work with Government bodies in a cooperative way that is in line with our Traditions.
Another great idea for us to begin trying at APF is the HRP presentation and workshop - we have many
trusted servants that have skills and qualities that we do not know much about or multiple languages
spoken, and we need to begin utilizing our people who are willing to serve as they are our greatest
assets! Hopefully we can begin discussing this at our next APF as well and perhaps formulating a
workgroup or task team.
On the last day, elections took place as well as more suggestions to bring to APF. We are only in the
practice of asking the nominees to leave the room - so a very interesting and useful practice that EDM
asks everyone but the delegates to leave. This seemed very spiritual and well meaning and something
we may consider in future APF election periods.
Finally, watching the sophistication and maturity of the Bid presentation process was impressive! Our
communities are putting together presentations and now with our 1st APF Convention, we will be
sharing your examples with our Member Communities as a roadmap of how to present the materials.
What I will personally take away from this experience is a renewed and ongoing spirit of hope and
passion for recovery and carrying the message. I also take away great memories, conversations, time
shared and fun with new friends. What we'll
share with APF Communities and Countries as
you can see just from the few sentences above,
will be beyond measure, and we will keep you
posted after our APF Zonal Forum Meeting,
(March 6-9, 2017 in Katmandu, Nepal), as we
integrate some sessions and ideas that we
gained from attending EDM.
We welcome EDM to come participate with us
and hope you'll join us at our 1st APFCNA
Convention, (to be held in Katmandu, Nepal
March 10-12), following in EDM and ECCNA's
footsteps! We look forward to growing
together and a partnership of European and
Asia Pacific countries.
Together WE CAN!! Thank you for allowing
me to be a part of the EDM Communities for a
week and on behalf of APF, we could not do it
without you walking the path before us and
now with us!
Thank you EDM!
Carrie, Hongkong
(Asia Pacific Forum of NA)
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European NA Events
More details on regional websites:
www.edmna.org/regions

21 - 23 October 2016
Fethiye, Turkey
„The Power of Awareness“

Greece Region
NA Conference
28 - 30 October 2016
Corfu, Greece
„From Darkness To Light“

Ireland Region
NA Convention
4 - 6 November 2016
Mayo, Ireland
„Shining Light Of Unity“

1st Asia Pacific
Forum Convention
10 - 12 March 2017
APFCNA 1
Kathmandu, Nepal
„Spiritual Connection …““

Norway Region
NA Convention
12 - 19 March 2017
Svolvaer, Norway
„Ski and Recovery“

ESL 2017
Learning Days
28 - 30 April 2017
Poland, Wroclaw (Breslau)
ww.edmna.org
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